
522 TULAO

Status of Evangelization

A = Have never heard the gospel
B = Were evangelized but did not 

become Christians
C = Are adherents to any form of 

Christianity

A B C

Location: Approximately 4,000 Tulao
people live in southeastern Yunnan
Province. They inhabit the villages of
Xinhuilong and Luchaichong in Maguan
County. Others are reported to live in
Wenshan, Malipo, and Kaiyuan counties. In
northern Vietnam the Tulao live in
communities immediately facing their
counterparts on the Chinese side of the
border. They live in two villages in two
different districts of Vietnam’s Lao Cai
Province: Thai Giang Sau Village in Ta Gia
Khau Township of Muong Khuong district;
and Doil Village in Xa Nam San Township of
Bac Ha District. Their homeland is north of

the Red River in an area that juts
northward into China.

Identity: Although they are a group with
their own language, customs, and ethnicity,
the Tulao in China have been placed under
the massive Zhuang nationality. Because of
this, they have become largely forgotten
amid the numerous ethnic groups. Recent
studies in China have brought them into
the limelight after decades of obscurity.1 In
Vietnam they have been included under the
generic Tay minority group. The Tulao do not
refer to themselves by that name but use
the autonym Bu Dai.

Language: Tulao is a member of the
Central Tai linguistic family, related to Nung.
Anthony Diller described Tulao as “a
Southern Zhuang or Nung-type variety.”2

There are numerous Central Tai varieties in
China who have been officially included in
the Zhuang nationality. In some cases
these do not constitute distinct languages
or ethnic groups. In the case of the Tulao,
however, they have their own ethnicity,
history, and customs. 

History: The Tulao were probably part of
the large migration of Tai-speaking peoples
who moved into southern Yunnan and

Southeast Asia at various
stages over the past 1,000
years. The Taiping Rebellion
of 1851–1864 caused tens
of thousands of people to
flee the carnage that was
taking place as the Taiping
troops marched throughout
southern China. The leader of
the Taiping armies, Hong
Xiuquan, believed he was the
brother of Jesus Christ and
that he was called by God to
set up an earthly kingdom in
China. The Tulao may well
have migrated to their
present location at that time,
but this cannot be proven as
the Tulao have no written
account of their past.

Customs: In the past, the
Tulao in Vietnam say, they
crossed the border into China
for weddings, funerals, and
other festival occasions. The
Sino-Vietnam war in 1979

brought great tension between the two
Communist governments which caused
interaction between the Tulao to cease. The
Tulao have their own festivals, customs,
and marriage and funeral practices.

Religion: The Tulao are animists. Buddhism
has not reached their part of the world.
There are also elements of Daoism and
ancestor worship among the Tulao,
probably as a result of Han Chinese
influence.

Christianity: There are no known Christians
among the Tulao on either side of the
China-Vietnam border. Few have been
exposed to the gospel.

Overview of the Tulao
Countries: China, Vietnam

Pronunciation: “Too-laow”

Other Names: 
Thu Lao, Budai, Bu Dai

Population Source: 
4,000 (1997 AMO);
Out of a total Zhuang population
of 15,489,630 (1990 census); 
500 in Vietnam (1997)

Location: SE Yunnan: Maguan,
Wenshan, Malipo, and Kaiyuan
counties 

Status: 
Officially included under Zhuang

Language: Daic, Tai, Central Tai

Dialects: 0

Religion: Animism, 
Ancestor Worship, Daoism

Christians: None known

Scripture: None 

Jesus film: None

Gospel Recordings: None

Christian Broadcasting: None

ROPAL code: None

Tulao

Population in China:
4,000 (1997)
4,140 (2000)
4,750 (2010)
Location: Yunnan
Religion: Animism
Christians: None Known
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